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Comments of New America’s Open Technology Institute:
Promoting Stakeholder Action Against Botnets and Other Automated Threats

New America’s Open Technology Institute (OTI) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Notice and Request for Comments on this
important issue. We also appreciate the Multistakeholder Process that the NTIA is currently undertaking
on this issue. Our comments will focus specifically on recommendations for ways to better secure endpoints, especially IoT devices, to help protect them against botnet attacks.

Introduction
Botnets, especially “botnets of things” have become one of the biggest threats to cybersecurity. Over the
past decade the Internet of Things (IoT) industry has expanded dramatically, with the FTC predicting that
1
there will be 50 billion connected devices by the year 2020. This has swelled dramatically, far beyond
what we could’ve predicted even ten years ago. The cameras that allow you to check in on your pets
while at work; systems that provide home automation functions like opening the garage door or turning off
the light; and bracelets that track your sleep patterns are all connected to the internet, and are potential
targets for attack. But not all of the IoT devices under threat are toys or convenience items—technology in
infrastructure and critical industry is under threat as well. And botnets created by harnessing these
devices can attack anything connected to a network. This threat is only going to become more concerning
as the industry expands, so steps need to be taken now to manage this risk.
The size and complexity of the Internet of Things makes it difficult to regulate. IoT devices have
constituted a plurality of all internet-connected devices since 2014, and are expected to outnumber
2
tablets, smartphones, and PCs combined by next year. Even conceptualizing the nature of a regulatory
system that could encompass the whole scope of IoT is challenging, and the logistics of enforcing legal
standards on an industry as diversified this one, with so many actors working across inter- and intranational jurisdictions on the same product, is daunting. In recognition of these challenges, the Department
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of Commerce and the Communications Security, Reliability and Interoperability Council have promoted
the adoption of voluntary guidelines, rather than enforceable regulations. There is reason to be optimistic
about the potential for government participation in, and coordination of, the establishment of voluntary
principles, even in the absence of enforcement mechanisms: a group of researchers studying botnet
5
infection patterns concluded that “the malware problem is fundamentally a cultural problem.” Physical
security is widely understood and highly valued by producers and consumers, but digital security is less
so. Government can look to the work of projects like the Digital Standard, a collaboration between groups
such as Consumer Reports and Ranking Digital Rights, for practicable guidelines that will improve device
6
security. Working with consumer protection and advocacy groups to create straightforward guidelines for
vendors can help to guide the design process and shift the expectations and priorities of consumers
towards greater security.

Seven Recommendations to Help Secure Internet of Things Devices
1. Use rewards to reduce vulnerabilities in IoT products
An effective way to limit the spread of botnet attacks is to reduce the number of vulnerabilities that allow
them to infect devices. In the rush to get highly-lucrative IoT products to market, (especially inexpensive
ones), those items do not necessarily receive the same level of security review and testing as the more
established products. Industries like car manufacturers and healthcare technologies generally face more
stringent review processes than producers of toasters or connected cameras. These big, better regulated
companies also struggle with vulnerabilities in their products, but they have established processes for
finding and patching them - hopefully (but not always) before they create widespread damage.
However, sometimes these in-house information security departments aren’t enough to find critical
vulnerabilities. To address this, many companies, ranging from Microsoft to Uber, have looked to
independent researchers to help secure their products and services. Hundreds of companies have
formalized programs that they use to attract researchers who find vulnerabilities, assure them that there
7
will be a reasonable voice on the other end of the line, and provide a secure means to submit reports.
Some of them pay out monetary rewards, but they don’t have to. Called “Vulnerability Rewards
Programs,” or the more catchy “Bug Bounty Programs,” some of these schemes pay out hundreds of
thousands of dollars to experts outside of the formal information security market. Companies are in a
constant battle to secure their products, and bounties are seen as one way to attract the best and the
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brightest eyes and to find a greater number of bugs before they can be exploited. Although the vendors
9
that developed the first bounty programs were multi-billion dollar corporations, these programs are
10
valuable to a wide range of industries—even startups and small businesses. Some companies have
11
12
13
used rewards in the form of airline points, “swag,” or even just “hall of fame” recognition as rewards
14
for successful bounty-hunters. This opens the potential for participation by companies that can’t
necessarily pay out large sums in exchange for assistance securing their products. Even better, the
process of implementing a vulnerability rewards program puts a company in a security frame-of-mind,
encouraging deeper thought about products and design. The fewer vulnerabilities a product has, the
stronger its protection against botnets.
2. Randomize default credentials and allow users to customize login information
In order to make IoT devices more secure against botnet attacks, end-users should be able to change
their usernames and passwords. When you buy technology like a router, it comes with factory default
information, often common to many devices and sometimes unable to be customized. The Mirai botnet,
which was used in a DDoS attack against DNS service provider Dyn in October 2016, was able to infect
15
380,000 devices like printers, webcams, and DVRs using fewer than 70 common combinations of
usernames and passwords. These products were still set to factory default, which made them extremely
16
vulnerable. As IoT devices become more common, allowing end-users to change their login credentials
on devices they purchase is a crucial step in ensuring security of the broader network. The Department
of Homeland Security has recommended that devices be sold with “unique, hard to crack default
17
usernames and passwords” in order to protect them from this type of attack. The ability to modify login
credentials should not be taken as a replacement for the implementation, where possible, of unique
passwords for every device sold, but it is a good first step toward securing technology like routers that
18
have been commonly harnessed by botnets. Educating consumers is also an important step in reducing
the vulnerability caused by common and/or unchangeable passwords—even experts sometimes fail to
engage in good information security practices. A 2014 survey of 653 IT professionals found that only 30%
19
change the default passwords on their wireless routers. In order to address this human error
component, vendors can also suggest or require users to create new passwords when setting up a
device, or provide clear instructions on how to change credentials after setup.
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3. Design devices so that they can be patched and updated
In order to make IoT devices more secure against botnet attacks they must be designed in such a way
that they can be patched or updated. Vulnerabilities are to be expected in hardware and software
development, and development and issuance of patches is key to maintaining secure products in the long
20
term. But the low-power batteries in many inexpensive IoT devices are unable to support the demands
21
of downloading an update through an encrypted link, meaning the device cannot be patched. These
devices provide a critical point of weakness that botmasters can exploit. The brand of baby monitor which
was hacked in August of 2013, allowing hackers to see and speak to the baby being monitored, was one
such low-power device which could not be updated securely over Wi-Fi; when the hack occurred, only 1%
22
of users had updated the firmware which patched the vulnerabilities responsible. On online forums,
consumers expressed frustration with the inability to update securely over Wi-Fi, with some “willing to take
23
[the] risk” and download the update over an insecure connection.
24

Even when a device can be patched, users frequently neglect to do so. Vendors can provide or
recommend tools to users, which will notify IoT device owners of updates and assist with their installation,
25
such as those submitted to the FTC’s IoT Home Inspector Challenge. This is another point at which
human error introduces insecurity, as patching as a security measure depends on the cooperation of
users, unless a vendor has the capability to automatically push updates onto users’ devices. To address
this, the FCC and Department of Homeland Security have both recommended configuring IoT devices to
26
automatically install critical safety patches. However, implementing automatic updates may have an
adverse effect on the effectiveness of security patches. Some users resist updating software because
they dislike the other changes that come along, such as to a user interface. This was the case when
Windows users turned off all updates—including patches—to avoid the automatic update from Windows 7
27
and 8 to Windows 10.
4. Establish a support window and end-of-life procedures
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In order to make IoT devices more secure against botnet attacks, vendors must establish end-of-life
plans. This includes establishing the extent of the support window (if there is one) after which the device
will no longer receive patches from the vendor, and conveying that information to users so that they can
decide how to proceed. For example, devices like fitness trackers, which tend to be replaced on a regular
basis, may be able to have a somewhat short support window without it posing a significant security
challenge. However, technology like connected refrigerators, which are often more expensive and less
frequently replaced, would need to have a much longer support window in order to continue to be secure
28
for the lifespan of the appliance. Both of these types of devices may pose significant security risks as
these regularly replaced IoT items are sometimes produced by startups or new companies that may not
have the capacity to maintain consistent technical support, and companies that produce home appliances
may be new to the world of connected technology. Support windows, and clear consumer education
about them, are crucial to protect all of these devices against botnet attacks.
Even computers, which tend to be manufactured and maintained by vendors with more technical
expertise, suffer from vulnerabilities due to an insufficient support window. An international survey found
that 52% of businesses still have at least one machine running Windows XP (support ended in April,
29
2014), and 9% still have at least machine running Windows Vista (support ended in April, 2017).
Although it is to be expected that even Microsoft cannot maintain support for software that over 10 years
old, users may choose not to update their computers or operating systems past that point. Continued use
of out-of-date, unsupported devices and software is more common among governments and hospitals,
which may have specialized systems designed for that particular interface which cannot be easily
30
updated. In response to the WannaCry ransomware attack Microsoft took the extremely unusual step of
releasing Windows XP patches, three years after support ended, because so many computers were still
31
at risk.
5. Let users know what security features are available, and which are not
In order to make IoT devices more secure against botnet attacks, users should be made aware of the
security features are available to them on the device, including those enabled by default. They should
also be provided information that explains what these features are, and why they are important. For
example, it should be clear to users if their data is transmitted with end-to-end encryption, and what this
means, so that they may make educated decisions about how they share data. Users may not be aware
that their data is being served insecurely, or that their account is not protected by “lock-outs” after
32
incorrect login information is entered multiple times. A survey of ten of the most popular IoT devices
found that only three encrypted communications with the internet and just four used encryption when
33
downloading software updates. Meanwhile, eight of the ten devices and associated cloud/mobile
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applications “failed to require passwords of sufficient complexity and length.” Educating users on
provided security features, and their benefit, may also provide the secondary benefit of building norms
within the industry about including features like end-to-end encryption in new products. Vendors who
promote the security of their products may also be able to attract customers through these features.
Surveys have shown that consumers value products with quality certifications, such as organic and free
35
trade foods. Consumers demonstrate the same habits with more expensive purchases as well:
condominiums in LEED-certified buildings sell for 21% more than analogous properties without the
36
certification.
6. Connect consciously
In order to make IoT devices more secure against botnet attacks, vendors should be conscious of the
potential threats of connecting a device to the internet. They should also consider the type of data transfer
which a device will perform when choosing the connection method. For example, devices working over a
short range and transferring small amounts of data, such as key fobs or smart home devices, could use
37
Bluetooth Low Energy. No protocol is perfectly secure, and vendors should make clear which protocol a
device uses and the security risks thereof, as well as what data is stored or transferred. For devices that
do not require internet connectivity for their core functionality, vendors should consider allowing users to
selectively toggle the device’s connection on and off without powering down the device itself or utilizing a
38
39
different method of connectivity such as Bluetooth or cellular. Smart home devices such as juicers or
40
sous-vide precision cookers augmented with IoT features can perform their core functionality equally
well with or without internet connection. Vendors can include instructions on how to enable AP Isolation
mode on the guest network on a user's home network router, which creates a second, separate network
which allows devices to communicate with the router but not with one another. This intervention could
prevent a poorly secured, low-end hacked IoT device from infecting other devices on that network that
41
resisted initial infection thanks to stricter security measures Ensuring that infections do not spread
between devices within a single network becomes more and more urgent as IoT devices become more
42
43
44
common in cars , fire alarms , and even guns. Infecting these types of devices can create physical
dangers if they are insecure, whereas using an AP isolated guest network to separate poorly secured IoT
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devices from home computers, and from one another, would inhibit the ability of botmasters to launch
massive ransomware attacks on or harvest personal information.
7. Support the products which support best practices
In order to make IoT devices more secure against botnet attacks government actors can “walk the walk”
by purchasing and endorsing secure products. It may not be possible to enforce standards on the industry
writ large, but it is far easier to model good practices and purchase compliant products through
government contracts. The federal government can commit itself to the use of secure IoT devices which
meet certain security standards, and support states and municipalities that do the same. Experts estimate
that 2.3 billion devices will be connected in “smart city” infrastructures by the end of 2017, and the smart
45
city IoT market will reach $930 billion to $1.7 trillion by 2025. Only giving lucrative government contracts
to vendors practicing effective security practices both protects government technology from attack and
incentivizes companies who want to work with the government to improve the security of their products.
The importance of making sure that key government services are not made vulnerable to being taken
over by botmasters cannot be overstated. Data breaches or system takeovers could be disastrous. There
were 300 cyberattacks on critical infrastructure in 2015, and the growth of IoT in smart cities only makes
the attack surface larger. European researchers found that smart parking meters, bike sharing systems,
46
and public transport ticketing can all be completely circumvented in 50 Italian cities. Government has a
special responsibility to protect information, and can model best practices for IoT endpoint protection in
doing so.

Conclusion
OTI’s recommendations focus on ways to secure endpoints, but doing this requires taking action on the
technological AND human level. Only so much “security by design” can be accomplished if users make
poor choices about how they interact with technology. Vendors need to make their products more secure
by eliminating dangerous vulnerabilities, ensuring that devices can be patched and updated, and
installing security features like encryption. Users need to be educated about which features exist, how
they work, and why they are important. Governments need to model good security practices by
purchasing IoT technology with the security features necessary to protect their networks, and to
incentivize companies to improve the security of their products. Only when the three stakeholders work
together can we address the threat of “botnets of things.” We thank NTIA for their attention to this
important issue.

For questions or additional information, please contact:
Andi Wilson, Policy Analyst, New America’s Open Technology Institute, wilson@opentechinstitute.org
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